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Abstract
Let A be a Noetherian ring of Krull dimension n containing the 7eld of rationals. Let P be
a projective A[T ]-module of rank n with trivial determinant such that the A-module P=TP has a
free summand of rank one. It is proved that if n is even, then P has a free summand of rank
one if it maps onto an ideal I of A[T ] of height n which is generated by n elements.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let A be a commutative Noetherian ring of dimension n. Let P be a projective
A[T ]-module. Plumstead [12] proved that if rank P¿ dim A then P splits o> a free
summand of rank one. It is natural to ask what happens when rank P = dim A. In this
paper we investigate this question when P has trivial determinant. Let 	 : P  I be
a generic surjection (i.e. I ⊂ A[T ] is an ideal of height n). It is proved by the 7rst
author in [10, Corollary 4.12] that if P splits o> a free summand of rank one then
I is generated by n elements. It is natural to ask whether the converse holds, i.e., if
I is generated by n elements then whether P has a free summand of rank one. This
has been proved by the second author and Bhatwadekar [9, Theorem 4.5] if A is an
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aEne domain over an algebraically closed 7eld of characteristic zero. In the same
paper it has been answered aErmatively (Theorem 4.4) when A is a Noetherian ring
containing Q and I is a maximal ideal of A[T ]. But the following example shows that
this converse is false in general. Let A be the coordinate ring of the even dimensional
real sphere and P˜ be the tangent bundle. It can be shown that P˜ does not have a
free summand of rank one whereas there is a surjection 
 : P˜  J such that J is an
ideal of height n generated by n elements. Tensoring with A[T ] we obtain a generic
surjection 
⊗A[T ] : P˜[T ] J [T ] showing that the converse is false. This leads us to
the following
Question: Let A be a Noetherian ring with dim A = n and P be a projective
A[T ]-module of rank n having trivial determinant. Suppose that there exists a sur-
jection 	 : P  I where I ⊂ A[T ] is an ideal of height n which is generated by n
elements. Assume further that the projective A-module P=TP has a free summand of
rank one. Does P split o< a free summand of rank one?
We prove in this paper (Theorem 3.4) that the question has an aErmative answer
in the case where n is even and A contains the 7eld of rationals.
If A is a Noetherian ring of dimension n containing Q, in [10] a group called the
Euler class group of A[T ], denoted by E(A[T ]), is de7ned and it is shown that if P is
a projective A[T ]-module of rank n (with trivial determinant) then P splits o> a free
summand of rank one if and only if the Euler class of P in E(A[T ]) vanishes.
To prove Theorem 3.4, we 7rst show that, under the hypothesis of the question,
the Euler class of P1+J in E(A1+J [T ]) vanishes (where J is the Quillen ideal of P
in A). In the next step we patch unimodular elements of P1+J and P=TP to obtain a
unimodular element of P.
If A is a smooth aEne domain over reals, then the set X of real points of SpecA
is a real manifold of dimension 6 n and the groups E(A) and E(A[T ]) are algebraic
analogues of the nth cohomology groups Hn(X ) and Hn(X × I). In view of the homo-
topy axiom of cohomology it is natural to ask whether the canonical map from E(A)
to E(A[T ]) is an isomorphism. It is shown in [10, Proposition 5.7] that this is the case
if A is smooth. It is also remarked in [10] that in general E(A) and E(A[T ]) are not
canonically isomorphic. It is natural to ask if one can give a natural description of the
quotient E(A[T ])=E(A). We show that if dim A is even, E(A[T ])=E(A) is isomorphic
to the group E0(A[T ])=E0(A) where the groups E0(A[T ]) and E0(A) are analogues of
the groups FnK0(A[T ]) and FnK0(A). Therefore, conjecturally one should expect that
E(A[T ])=E(A)  FnK0(A[T ])=FnK0(A).
We also develop a “Quillen–Suslin theory” for the weak Euler class groups in the
case when dim A= n is even.
2. Some preliminaries
In this section we de7ne some of the terms used in the paper and record some results
which are used in later sections.
All rings considered in this paper are commutative and Noetherian and all modules
considered are assumed to be 7nitely generated. The projective modules are assumed
to have constant rank.
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Denition 2.1. Let A be a ring. A row (a1; a2; : : : ; an)∈An is said to be unimodular if
there exist b1; b2; : : : ; bn in A such that a1b1 + · · ·+ anbn = 1.
Denition 2.2. Let A be a Noetherian ring. Let P be a projective A-module. An element
p∈P is said to be unimodular if there exists a linear map  : P → A such that (p)=1.
Remark 2.3. Note that a projective A-module of rank n has a unimodular element if
and only if P=Q⊕A for some projective A-module Q of rank n− 1, i.e., P splits o>
a free summand of rank one.
Now we state a useful lemma. The proof of this lemma can be found in [6, 3.3].
Lemma 2.4. Let A be a Noetherian ring containing an in>nite >eld k and let I ⊂ A[T ]
be an ideal of height n. Then there exists ∈ k such that either I()=A or I() ⊂ A
is an ideal of height n, where I() = {f(): f(T )∈ I}.
The following lemma is a consequence of a theorem of Eisenbud-Evans. For a proof
one can look at [8, 2.13].
Lemma 2.5. Let A be a ring and P be a projective A-module of rank n. Let (	; a)∈
(P∗ ⊕ A). Then there exists an element 
∈P∗ such that ht (Ia)¿ n, where I =
(	 + a
)(P). In particular, if the ideal (	(P); a) has height ¿ n then ht I¿ n. Fur-
ther, if (	(P); a) is an ideal of height ¿ n and I is a proper ideal of A, then
ht I = n.
Denition 2.6. Let A be a commutative Noetherian ring and P be a projective A-module
of rank n6 dim A. By a generic surjection of P we mean a surjection 	 : P  J where
J is an ideal of A of height n.
Lemma (2.5) actually ensures that generic surjections always exist.
The following proposition is a consequence of a result of Rao [14, Corollary 2.5]
and Quillen’s local–global principle [13, Theorem 1].
Proposition 2.7. Let A be a Noetherian ring of dimension n. Suppose n! is invertible
in A. Then any projective module given by a unimodular row over A[T ] of length
n+1 is extended from A. In other words, all stably free A[T ]-modules of rank n are
extended from A.
Denition 2.8. Let A be a commutative Noetherian ring, P a projective A[T ]-module.
Let J (A; P) ⊂ A consist of all those a∈A such that Pa is extended from Aa. It follows
from [13, Theorem 1], that J (A; P) is an ideal and J (A; P) =
√
J (A; P). This is called
the Quillen ideal of P in A.
Lemma 2.9. Let A, P, J (A; P) be as in the above de>nition. Then height of J (A; P)
is at least one. If determinant of P is extended from A, then, ht J (A; P)¿ 2.
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Proof. Let P1; : : : ;Pt be the set of minimal prime ideals of A. Let S=A−(P1∪· · ·∪Pt).
Then S is multiplicatively closed and the ring S−1A is an Artinian ring. We claim that
S−1P is free.
To see this, 7rst note that we can always go modulo the nil radical of S−1A and as-
sume that S−1A is reduced. Then S−1A[T ]  k1[T ]×· · · kr[T ] for some 7elds k1; : : : ; kr .
Then S−1P is free, as S−1A[T ] is a product of PID’s. So there exists s∈ S such that
Ps is free (in particular, extended from As). So s∈ J (A; P) and hence height of J (A; P)
is at least one.
Now suppose that the determinant of P is extended from A. Let L[T ] be the deter-
minant of P. Let P be any prime ideal of A of height one. Consider the ring AP[T ].
Since dim AP=1, by [12, Corollary 2] PP=LP[T ]⊕AP[T ]m for some positive integer
m. So PP is extended and therefore there exists t ∈A − P such that Pt is extended
from At , i.e., t ∈ J (A; P). Now it can be easily seen that ht J (A; P)¿ 2.
In the rest of this section we brieRy sketch the de7nitions of the Euler class groups
E(A), E(A[T ]) and the weak Euler class groups E0(A), E0(A[T ]) (where A is a com-
mutative Noetherian ring containing Q of dimension n¿ 2) and quote some results
that are relevant to this paper. The notions of E(A) and E0(A) have been de7ned
and studied in [8]. In [10], the groups E(A[T ]) and E0(A[T ]) have been de7ned
and studied. We refer the reader to these two papers for a detailed account of these
topics.
Denitions of E(A) and E0(A). Let A be a Noetherian ring of dimension n¿ 2 contain-
ing Q. Let J ⊂ A be an ideal of height n such that J=J 2 is generated by n elements.
Two surjections 	 and 
 from (A=J )n  J=J 2 are said to be related if there exists
 ∈ SLn(A=J ) such that 	 = 
. This is an equivalence relation on the set of surjec-
tions from (A=J )n to J=J 2. Let [	] denote the equivalence class of 	. We call such an
equivalence class [	] a local orientation of J .
Since dim A=J = 0, we have SLn(A=J ) = En(A=J ). Since elementary matrices can be
lifted via a surjection of rings, it follows that if 	 : (A=J )n  J=J 2 can be lifted to a
surjection ! : An  J then so can any 
 equivalent to 	. We call a local orientation
[	] of J a global orientation of J if the surjection 	 : (A=J )n  J=J 2 can be lifted to
a surjection ! : An  J .
Let G be the free abelian group on the set of pairs (J; !J ) where J ⊂ A is an
M-primary ideal for some maximal ideal M of A of height, J=J 2 is generated by n
elements and !J : (A=J )n  J=J 2 is a local orientation of J .
Let J ⊂ A be an ideal of height n and !J a local orientation of J . Let J=J1∩· · ·∩Jr
be the primary decomposition of J . Clearly !J induces local orientations !Jk of Jk for
16 k6 r. By (J; !J ) we mean the element $(Jk ; !Jk ) of G.
Let H be the subgroup of G generated by the set of pairs (J; !J ), where J is an
ideal of A of height n generated by n elements and !J is a global orientation of J
given by a set of generators of J . We de7ne the Euler class group of A, denoted by
E(A), to be G=H .
The weak Euler class group E0(A) is de7ned in a similar way, just dropping the
orientations, as follows:
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Let F be the free abelian group on the set of ideals J where htJ = n, J=J2 is
generated by n elements and J is M-primary for some maximal ideal M of A. For
an ideal J of A of height n such that J=J 2 is generated by n elements, we take its
primary decomposition (as above), say, J = J1 ∩ · · · ∩ Jr , and associate to J the
element (J ) := $Jk of F . Let K be the subgroup of F generated by elements of the
type (J ), where J ⊂ A is an ideal of height n and J is generated by n elements. We
de7ne E0(A) to be F=K .
Let P be a projective A-module of rank n with trivial determinant. Fix a trivial-
ization % : A  ∧n(P). Let 	 : P  J be a generic surjection (i.e., J has height
n). Note that P=JP is a free A=J -module. Composing 	 ⊗ A=J with an isomorphism
& : (A=J )n  P=JP having the property ∧n(&) = %⊗ A=J we get a local orientation, say
!J , of J . Let e(P; %) be the image in E(A) of the element (J; !J ) of G. (We say that
(J; !J ) is obtained from the pair (	; %)). It can be proved that the assignment sending
the pair (P; %) to e(P; %) is well de7ned (see [8]). We de7ne the Euler class of P to
be e(P; %).
The following results were proved in [8].
Theorem 2.10. Let A be a Noetherian ring containing Q with dim A = n¿ 2. Let
J ⊂ A be an ideal of A of height n such that J=J 2 is generated by n elements and
!J be a local orientation of J . Let P be a rank n projective A-module with trivial
determinant with a trivialization % : A  ∧n(P). Then,
(a) Suppose that the image of (J; !J ) is zero in E(A). Then !J is a global orien-
tation of J .
(b) Suppose that e(P; %)=(J; !J ) in E(A). Then there exists a surjection 	 : P  J
such that !J is induced by 	 and % (as described above).
(c) P has a unimodular element if and only if e(P; %) = 0 in E(A).
Denitions of E(A[T ]) and E0(A[T ]). Let A be a Noetherian ring of dimension n¿ 2
containing Q. Let I ⊂ A[T ] be an ideal of height n such that I=I 2 is generated by n
elements. Two surjections 	 and 
 from (A[T ]=I)n  I=I 2 are said to be related if
there exists  ∈ SLn(A[T ]=I) such that 	 = 
. This is an equivalence relation on the
set of surjections from (A[T ]=I)n to I=I 2. Let [	] denote the equivalence class of 	.
We call such an equivalence class [	] a local orientation of I .
It was shown in [10, Proposition 4.4] that if 	 : (A[T ]=I)n  I=I 2 can be lifted to a
surjection ! : A[T ]n  I then so can any 
 equivalent to 	. We call a local orientation
[	] of I a global orientation of I if the surjection 	 : (A[T ]=I)n  I=I 2 can be lifted
to a surjection ! : A[T ]n  I .
Let G be the free abelian group on the set of pairs (I; !I ) where I ⊂ A[T ] is an
ideal of height n such that Spec (A[T ]=I) is connected, I=I 2 is generated by n elements
and !I : (A[T ]=I)n  I=I 2 is a local orientation of I .
Let I ⊂ A[T ] be an ideal of height n and !I a local orientation of I . Now I can be
decomposed uniquely as I = I1 ∩ · · · ∩ Ir , where the Ik ’s are ideals of A[T ] of height
n, pairwise comaximal and Spec (A[T ]=Ik) is connected for each k. Clearly !I induces
local orientations !Ik of Ik for 16 k6 r. By (I; !I ) we mean the element $(Ik ; !Ik )
of G.
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Let H be the subgroup of G generated by the set of pairs (I; !I ), where I is an
ideal of A[T ] of height n generated by n elements and !I is a global orientation of I
given by a set of generators of I . We de7ne the Euler class group of A[T ], denoted
by E(A[T ]), to be G=H .
The weak Euler class group E0(A[T ]) is de7ned in a similar way, just dropping the
orientations, as follows:
Let F be the free abelian group on the set of ideals I where htI = n, I=I2
is generated by n elements and Spec (A[T ]=I) is connected. For an ideal I of A[T ]
of height n such that I=I 2 is generated by n elements, we take its decomposition into
connected components (as above), say, I=I1∩· · ·∩Ir , and associate to I the element
(I) := $Ik of F . Let K be the subgroup of F generated by elements of the type (I),
where I ⊂ A[T ] is an ideal of height n and I is generated by n elements. We de7ne
E0(A[T ]) to be F=K .
Let P be a projective A[T ]-module of rank n with trivial determinant. Fix a trivi-
alization % : A[T ]  ∧n(P). Let 	 : P  I be a generic surjection (i.e., I is an ideal
of height n). Note that, since P has trivial determinant and dim A[T ]=I6 1, P=IP is a
free A[T ]=I -module. Composing 	⊗ A[T ]=I with an isomorphism & : (A[T ]=I)n  P=IP
with the property ∧n(&) = % ⊗ A[T ]=I we get a local orientation, say !I , of I . Let
e(P; %) be the image in E(A[T ]) of the element (I; !I ) of G. (We say that (I; !I )
is obtained from the pair (	; %)). It can be proved that the assignment sending the
pair (P; %) to e(P; %) is well de7ned (see [10]). We de7ne the Euler class of P to
be e(P; %).
To the pair (P; %) we attach the element (I; !I ) of E(A[T ]), denote it by e(P; %) and
call it the Euler class of P. The Euler class of P is well de7ned.
The following results were proved in [10].
Theorem 2.11. Let A be a Noetherian ring containing Q with dim A = n¿ 2. Let
I ⊂ A[T ] be an ideal of A[T ] of height n such that I=I 2 is generated by n elements
and !I be a local orientation of I . Let P be a rank n projective A[T ]-module with
trivial determinant with a trivialization % : A[T ]  ∧n(P). Then,
(a) Suppose that the image of (I; !I ) is zero in E(A[T ]). Then !I is a global
orientation of I .
(b) Suppose that e(P; %) = (I; !I ) in E(A[T ]). Then there exists a surjection 	 :
P  I such that !I is induced by 	 and % (as described above).
(c) P has a unimodular element if and only if e(P; %) = 0 in E(A[T ]).
The following theorem about E0(A[T ]) has been proved in [10].
Theorem 2.12. Let A be a Noetherian ring containing Q with dim A = n (n even).
I ⊂ A[T ] be an ideal of height n such that I=I 2 is generated by n elements. Then,
(I)= 0 in E0(A[T ]) if and only if I is image of a stably free A[T ]-module of rank n.
More precisely, if !I is a local orientation of I and (I) = 0 in E0(A[T ]), then there
exists a stably free A[T ]-module Q of rank n and a trivialization %Q of ∧n(Q) such
that e(Q; %Q) = (I; !I ) in E(A[T ]).
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We end this section by stating another result from [10] which we will use in proving
the main theorem. Before stating the proposition we make a small remark explaining
the terms in the proposition.
Remark 2.13. Let A be a commutative Noetherian ring. The ring A(T ) is the ring
obtained from A[T ] by inverting all monic polynomials in A[T ]. It is easy to see
that dim A(T ) = dim A. So, for a commutative Noetherian ring A of dimension n¿ 2
containing Q, we can de7ne E(A(T )).
Proposition 2.14. Let A be a Noetherian ring containing Q with dim A= n¿ 2. Sup-
pose that the Jacobson radical of A has height at least one. Then, the canonical map
from E(A[T ]) to E(A(T )) is injective.
3. On unimodular elements in projective modules
We begin with a lemma. The proof of this lemma can be found in [2, 2.2].
Lemma 3.1. Let A be a commutative Noetherian ring and J ⊂ A be an ideal of height
r. Let S	 : (A=J )r  J=J 2 and S
 : (A=J )r  J=J 2 be two surjections. Let S ∈Mr(A=J )
be such that S
 S = S	. Then S ∈GLr(A=J ).
Remark 3.2. Let A be a Noetherian ring with dim A = n¿ 2. Let I ⊂ A[T ] be an
ideal of height n and !I be a local orientation of I . Let SF ∈A[T ]=I be a unit. Com-
posing !I with an automorphism of (A[T ]=I)n with determinant SF , we obtain another
local orientation of I which we denote by SF!I . Conversely, let !I , !˜I be two lo-
cal orientations of I . Then, it is easy to see from (3.1), that !˜I = SF!I for some
unit SF ∈A[T ]=I .
Lemma 3.3. Let B be any commutative Noetherian ring and J ⊂ B be an ideal
such that J = (a1; : : : ; an), n even. Let u; v∈B be such that uv = 1modulo J . As-
sume further that the unimodular row (v; a1; : : : ; an) is completable. Then there exists
 ∈Mn(B) with det ( )= umodulo J such that if we write (a1; : : : ; an) as (b1; : : : ; bn),
then b1; : : : ; bn generate J .
Proof. Let {e0; : : : ; en} be the standard basis of Bn+1. Consider the surjection f from
Bn+1 to J which sends e0 to 0, ei to ai+1 if i is odd and ei to −ai−1 if i is even.
Clearly the image of the row (v; a1; : : : ; an) under f is zero. Since the unimodular
row (v; a1; : : : ; an) is completable, there is a matrix 	∈ SLn+1(B) whose 7rst row is
(v; a1; : : : ; an). Since the rows of 	 form a basis of Bn+1, the images of the rows under
f generate J and since 7rst row is in the kernel of f, it follows that the images of
the rest n rows of 	 generate J . Denoting image of (i + 1)st row by bi, we have,
J = (b1; : : : ; bn). Let  be the matrix obtained from 	 by deleting the 7rst row and the
7rst column of 	. It is easily seen that (a1; : : : ; an) =(b1; : : : ; bn) and since 	∈ SLn+1(B),
det  = u modulo J . This proves the lemma.
Now we answer the question raised in the introduction.
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Theorem 3.4. Let A be a commutative Noetherian ring containing the >eld of ratio-
nals with dim A = n (n even) and let P be a projective A[T ]-module of rank n such
that its determinant is free. Suppose there is a surjection 	 : P  I where I is an
ideal of A[T ] of height n which is generated by n elements. Assume further that P=TP
has a unimodular element. Then P has a unimodular element.
Proof. We give the proof in steps.
Step 1: Fix a trivialization % : A[T ]  ∧nP. Then (	; %) induces e(P; %) = (I; !I ) in
E(A[T ]), where !I is a local orientation of I . Let J = J (A; P) where J (A; P) denotes
the Quillen ideal of P in A. Since P has trivial determinant, it follows by (2.9) that
ht J¿ 2.
Suppose that !I is given by I = (g1; : : : ; gn) + I 2. Let B = A1+J . Then, IB[T ] =
(g1; : : : ; gn) + I 2B[T ]. The aim of this step is to show that P1+J has a unimodular
element.
In view of (2.11) it is enough to prove that the Euler class of P1+J (=(IB[T ]; !I ⊗
B[T ])) vanishes in E(B[T ]).
Let J (B) denote the Jacobson radical of B. Since J ⊂ J (B), it follows that ht J (B)
¿ 2. Therefore, since the canonical map from E(B[T ]) to E(B(T )) is injective
(see 2.14), it is enough to show that !I ⊗ B(T ) can be lifted to a set of generators of
IB(T ) (in other words, !I ⊗ B(T ) is a global orientation). The rest of this step is
devoted to proving this.
Now I is generated by n elements, say, I = (f1; : : : ; fn). By (3.1) there exists a
matrix /∈GLn(B[T ]=IB[T ]) such that (f1; : : : ; fn) = (g1; : : : ; gn)/, where bar denotes
reduction modulo IB[T ]. Let det /= SF and let G ∈B[T ] be such that FG = 1 modulo
IB[T ]. Consider the unimodular row (G;f1; : : : ; fn). We claim that it is completable.
Proof of the claim. Since B contains Q, by (2.7), the projective module given by the
unimodular row (G;f1; : : : ; fn) is extended from B; which means that there exists
0∈GLn+1(B[T ]) such that
(G;f1; : : : ; fn) = (G(0); f1(0); : : : ; fn(0))0:
We have ht J (B)¿ 1 and hence dim B=J (B)6 n− 1. Therefore, by [11, Theorem 7.3,
p. 74], (G(0); f1(0); : : : ; fn(0)) is completable over B=J (B) and applying Nakayama’s
lemma we see that (G(0); f1(0); : : : ; fn(0)) is completable over B. As a consequence,
(G;f1; : : : ; fn) is completable. This proves the claim.
Now applying lemma (3.3) we can 7nd a matrix  ∈Mn(B[T ]) with det  = G
modulo IB[T ] such that if (f1; : : : ; fn) = (h1; : : : ; hn) then IB[T ] = (h1; : : : ; hn). We
have (g1; : : : ; gn)/ S = (h1; : : : ; hn). Note that / S ∈ SLn(B[T ]=IB[T ]). Now we move to
the ring B(T ). Since dimension of (B(T )=IB(T )) is zero, we have SLn(B(T )=IB(T )) =
En(B(T )=IB(T )) and hence the canonical map from SLn(B(T )) to SLn(B(T )=IB(T )) is
surjective. So we can 7nd 2∈ SLn(B(T )) which lifts / S of SLn(B(T )=IB(T )). Then
(h1; : : : ; hn)2−1 is the desired set of generators of IB(T ).
Thus P1+J has a unimodular element. Let us call it p1.
Step 2: Let p∈P=TP be a unimodular element. We claim that there is an elementary
automorphism  of P1+J such that S p1 = Sp, where “bar” denotes reduction modulo T .
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To see this, let us consider the ring C = B=J (B) (where J (B) denotes the Jacobson
radical of B). Since dimC6 n − 2 it follows by the Bass cancellation theorem [1],
that there is an elementary automorphism / of P1+J ⊗ C such that /p1 = p over C.
Since elementary automorphisms can be lifted via a surjection of rings [5, 4.1], we
have, by repeated use of this argument, a  ∈E(P1+J ) such that S Sp1 = Sp. Let q denote
the unimodular element  p1 of P1+J .
Since P1+J has a unimodular element, we can 7nd s∈ J such that P1+sA has a
unimodular element. We still call it q. Since Ps is extended from As, it has a unimodular
element, namely p. Since p and q are equal modulo T , i.e. over As(1+sA), it follows
using a patching argument of Plumstead [12] that P has a unimodular element. This
completes the proof.
4. A “Quillen–Suslin theory” for the weak Euler class groups
In what follows A will denote a commutative Noetherian ring containing the 7eld
of rationals with dim A¿ 2.
The following lemma has been proved in [3].
Lemma 4.1. Let A be a Noetherian ring with dim A=J (A) = r where J (A) denotes
the Jacobson radical of A. Let I ⊂ A[T ] be an ideal containing a monic polynomial
and I = (f1; : : : ; fn) + L where L ⊂ I 2 is an ideal containing a monic polynomial
and n¿ r + 2. Then I = (g1; : : : ; gn) such that fi = gi modulo L and g1 is a monic
polynomial.
Using the above lemma and following the method of proof of [4, 2.2] we get the
following proposition. We give the proof for the sake of completeness.
Proposition 4.2. Let A be a Noetherian ring containing the >eld of rationals with
dim A= n. Suppose that the Jacobson radical of A contains an element which is not
a zero divisor. Then any stably free A(T )-module of rank n is free (in other words,
any unimodular row over A(T ) of length n+ 1 is completable).
Proof. Let (a0; : : : ; an)∈Umn+1(A(T )) and let P be the associated stably free module.
Let Y = T−1, B = A[Y ]1+YA[Y ]. Then it is easy to see that A(T ) = BY . Clearing
denominators we can assume that ai ∈B for 06 i6 n. Let us denote the ideal in B
generated by a0; : : : ; an by I .
Since (a0; : : : ; an)∈Umn+1(BY ), we have Y l ∈ I for some positive integer l. Let J =
I ∩A[Y ]. Then clearly JB= I . Note that A[Y ]=(Y 2l) is isomorphic to B=(Y 2l) and hence
the modules J=(Y 2l) and I=(Y 2l) are isomorphic. Therefore, clearing denominators we
can assume that J = (f0; : : : ; fn) + (Y 2l). Now we can apply the above lemma and
get J = (g0; : : : ; gn) such that gi =fi modulo (Y 2l). Note that we can choose g0 to be
monic.
Since Y belongs to the Jacobson radical of B, and the way the gi’s are obtained, it
follows that there exists  ∈GLn+1(B) such that (g0; : : : ; gn) = (a0; : : : ; an).
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Since Y l ∈ J = (g0; : : : ; gn), (g0; : : : ; gn) is a unimodular row over A[Y; Y−1]. Let Q′
be the associated stably free A[Y; Y−1]-module. Since (g0; : : : ; gn) = (a0; : : : ; an), we
have P  Q′ ⊗A[Y;Y−1] BY . But Q′g0 is free and g0 is monic in Y . Hence by [16, 1.3]
there exists a projective A[Y−1]-module Q such that Q′  Q ⊗A[Y−1] A[Y; Y−1]. Since
Q′ ⊕ A[Y; Y−1]  A[Y; Y−1]n+1, we have
(Q ⊕ A[Y−1])Y−1  A[Y; Y−1]n+1:
Hence, by a result of Quillen and Suslin [13,15], Q ⊕ A[Y−1]  A[Y−1]n+1.
Since A contains Q, dim A = n and rank of the stably free A[Y−1]-module Q is n,
it follows from (2.7) that Q is extended from A. Since the Jacobson radical of A has
height at least one, it is easily deduced (as in the proof of 3.4) that Q is actually free.
As a consequence, P is free.
It has been proved in [10] that if the Jacobson radical of A has height at least one,
then, the canonical map from E(A[T ]) to E(A(T )) is injective (see 2.14). It is natural
to ask whether a similar result holds for the weak Euler class groups also. The answer
is aErmative when dim A is even, as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose dim A=n is even and that the Jacobson radical of A has height
at least one. Then the canonical map from E0(A[T ]) to E0(A(T )) is injective.
Proof. Let I be an ideal of A of height n such that I=I 2 is generated by n elements
and consider (I)∈E0(A[T ]). Suppose that (IA(T ))=0 in E0(A(T )). We want to prove
that (I) = 0 in E0(A[T ]).
Since n is even, by [8, 6.2] there exists a stably free A(T )-module P of rank n such
that P maps onto IA(T ). By the above proposition P is free.
So IA(T ) is generated by n elements. Now consider any local orientation !I of I .
Since IA(T ) is generated by n elements, and n is even, it follows by [8, 5.1] that there
is a stably free A(T ) module P1 of rank n and a trivialization % : A(T )  ∧n(P1) such
that e(P1; %) = (IA(T ); !I ⊗ A(T )) in E(A(T )). By the above proposition it follows
that P1 is free. Therefore, (IA(T ); !I ⊗ A(T )) = 0 in E(A(T )) and consequently by
the injectivity of the canonical map from E(A[T ]) to E(A(T )), we have (I; !I ) = 0 in
E(A[T ]). Hence (I) = 0 in E0(A[T ]). This completes the proof.
It is easily seen that the canonical map from E(A) to E(A[T ]) is injective. In the
following proposition (4.6) we consider the same question for the weak Euler class
groups. In this proposition we do not assume that dim A is even.
We 7rst state a couple of lemmas which are needed to prove (4.6). The proof of
the 7rst lemma can be found in [10, 6.2].
Lemma 4.4. Let I ⊂ A[T ] be an ideal of height n and !I be a local orientation of I .
Suppose that (I; !I ) = 0 in E(A[T ]). Then, there exists an ideal I1 of A[T ] of height
n and a local orientation !I1 of I1 such that (I; !I )+(I1; !I1 )=0 in E(A[T ]). Further,
given any ideal K of A[T ] with ht(K)¿ 2, I1 can be chosen with the additional
property that it is comaximal with K .
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Lemma 4.5. Let I and K be two comaximal ideals of A[T ] of height n and !I and
!K be local orientations of I and K respectively such that (I; !I ) + (K;!K) = 0 in
E(A[T ]). Suppose that both the ideals I(0) and K(0) have height at least n in A.
Then, (I(0); !I(0)) + (K(0); !K(0)) = 0 in E(A) (where !I(0), !K(0) denote the local
orientations of I(0) and K(0), induced by !I and !K respectively).
Proof. Consider the ideal I ∩ K . Now !I and !K together induce a local orientation
of I ∩K , say !. On the other hand, !I(0) and !K(0) together induce a local orientation
of I(0)∩K(0), say !0. We note that the local orientation of (I ∩K)(0) (=I(0)∩K(0))
obtained by restricting ! at T = 0 is precisely !0. But by the given condition of the
lemma, ! is a global orientation. Consequently, !0 is also a global orientation. In other
words, (I(0); !I(0)) + (K(0); !K(0)) = 0 in E(A).
Proposition 4.6. The canonical map from E0(A) to E0(A[T ]) is injective.
Proof. Let J be an ideal of height n in A such that J=J 2 is generated by n elements and
let (J [T ])=0 in E0(A[T ]). Take a local orientation !J of J and consider (J; !J )∈E(A).
Since (J [T ]) = 0 in E0(A[T ]), the following equation holds in E(A[T ]):
(J [T ]; !J [T ]) + $r+sl=r+1(Il; !l) = $
r
t=1(It ; !t);
where Il, It are generated by n elements (see 3.3, [7]. Note that the same proof works
in this case also).
To make things simpler we work with the following equation:
(J [T ]; !J [T ]) + (I1; !I1 ) = (I2; !I2 ) + (I3; !I3 ):
We note that the ideals J [T ], I1, I2, I3 are not necessarily pairwise comaximal. Applying
(4.4), we can 7nd (I ′1; !I ′1 )∈E(A[T ]) such that I ′1 is comaximal with each of J [T ], I1,
I2, I3 and (I1; !I1 )+(I
′
1; !I ′1 )=0. Applying (4.4) again we can 7nd (I
′′
1 ; !I ′′1 )∈E(A[T ])
such that I ′′1 is comaximal with each of J [T ], I
′
1, I2, I3 and (I
′′
1 ; !I ′′1 ) + (I
′; !I ′) = 0.
Therefore, our equation now takes the form
(J [T ]; !J [T ]) + (I ′′1 ; !I ′′1 ) = (I2; !I2 ) + (I3; !I3 ):
Proceeding as above, we 7nd (I ′2; !I ′2 )∈E(A[T ]) such that I ′2 is comaximal with each
of J [T ], I ′′1 , I2, I3 and (I2; !I2 ) + (I
′
2; !I ′2 ) = 0. Then again we get (I
′
3; !I ′3 ), equal to
the negative of (I3; !I3 ), with similar properties. Finally, the equation becomes
(J [T ]; !J [T ]) + (I ′′1 ; !I ′′1 ) + (I
′
2; !I ′2 ) + (I
′
3; !I ′3 ) = 0;
where the ideals appearing in the equation are pairwise comaximal.
Now we can assume by (2.4) (replacing T by T −  if necessary), that each of the
ideals I1(0), I ′1(0), I
′′




3(0) in A is either of height n or is equal
to A.
It is easy to see that applying (4.5), we obtain the following equation in E(A):
(J; !J ) + (I ′′1 (0); !I ′′1 (0)) + (I
′
2(0); !I ′2 (0)) + (I
′
3(0); !I ′3 (0)) = 0:
Applying (4.5) repeatedly and tracing back, we 7nally get
(J; !J ) + (I1(0); !I1(0)) = (I2(0); !I2(0)) + (I3(0); !I3(0)):
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Since each of the ideals I1(0), I2(0), I3(0) is generated by n elements, it follows that
(J ) = 0 in E0(A). This completes the proof.
As a consequence of 4.3 and 4.6 we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.7. Suppose that dim A is even and the Jacobson radical of A has height
at least one. Then the canonical map from E0(A) to E0(A(T )) is injective.
Proposition 4.8. Let H be the kernel of the canonical surjection E(A)  E0(A) and
K be the kernel of the canonical surjection E(A[T ]) E0(A[T ]). If dim A=n is even,
H is isomorphic to K .
Proof. Let (I; !I )∈K . Since (I) = 0 in E0(A[T ]) and n is even, by (2.12) I is the
image of a stably free A[T ]-module P of rank n such that e(P; %)= (I; !I ) in E(A[T ]),
where % is a suitable generator of ∧nP. Since by (2.7) stably free A[T ]-modules of
rank n are extended from A, we have a stably free A-module Q such that P=Q[T ]. We
can assume that I(0) is of height n or I(0) = A. Suppose that height I(0) = n. Clearly,
e(Q; % ⊗ A[T ]=(T )) = (I(0); !I(0)) in E(A). Now since the Euler class of a projective
module is well de7ned, we have (I(0)[T ]; !I(0)[T ]) = (I; !I ) in E(A[T ]). On the other
hand, if I(0) = A, it follows that P has a unimodular element and hence (I; !I ) = 0.
Therefore, the canonical map from H to K is surjective. Since it is always injective,
result follows.
Remark 4.9. We do not know what happens when dim A is odd. However, if A is a
smooth aEne domain, we have the answer in aErmative as shown in the following
proposition. We note that it has been proved in [10] that if A is a smooth aEne domain,
then E(A) is canonically isomorphic to E(A[T ]).
Proposition 4.10. Let A be a smooth a@ne domain of dimension n¿ 2. Then E0(A)
is isomorphic to E0(A[T ]).
Proof. It is enough to prove that H and K are isomorphic, where H and K are as in
the above proposition. Since the canonical map from H to K is always injective, it
remains to show that it is surjective.
Let us take (I; !I )∈K . Since (I; !I )∈E(A[T ]) and since E(A)  E(A[T ]) (note that
A is a smooth aEne domain), there exists (J; !J )∈E(A) see such that (J [T ]; !J ⊗
A[T ]) = (I; !I ) in E(A[T ]). So it is enough to prove that (J; !J )∈H . Now since
(I)=0 in E0(A[T ]), it follows that (J [T ])=0 in E0(A[T ]). Since the map from E0(A)
to E0(A[T ]) is injective, we have (J ) = 0 in E0(A). In other words, (J; !j)∈H .
We know that the canonical map from E(A) to E(A[T ]) is injective. We have seen
that the same is true for the weak Euler class groups also. Now suppose C be the
cokernel of the map from E(A) to E(A[T ]) and C0 be the cokernel of the map from
E0(A) to E0(A[T ]). One can ask whether C and C0 are isomorphic i.e., if E(A[T ])=E(A)
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is isomorphic to E0(A[T ])=E0(A). As mentioned in the introduction, this is of interest
because the groups E0(A[T ]) and E0(A) can be thought of as analogues of the groups
FnK0(A[T ]) and FnK0(A).
In the following proposition we show that the answer is aErmative when dim A is
even.
Proposition 4.11. Let dim A= n be even. Then the cokernels C and C0 are isomorphic.
(In other words, E(A[T ])=E(A)  E0(A[T ])=E0(A)).
Proof. Since the canonical map from C to C0 is always surjective we have only to
show the injectivity. Let (I; !I )∈E(A[T ]) be such that the weak Euler class
(I)∈E0(A[T ]) comes from E0(A). We prove that then, (I; !I ) comes from E(A).
Suppose J ⊂ A be an ideal of height n such that J=J 2 is generated by n elements
and (J [T ]) = (I) in E0(A[T ]). Let I ∩ A= L. Applying the “moving lemma” [8, 2.14]
we can 7nd an ideal K such that K is comaximal with J ∩ L and J ∩ K is generated
by n elements. It therefore follows that (I) + (K[T ]) = 0 in E0(A[T ]). Let us 7x
a local orientation !K of K . Then by the Chinese remainder theorem we see that
!K ⊗ A[T ] and !I together induce a local orientation of I ∩ K[T ], say !I∩K[T ]. Now
since (I ∩K[T ]) = 0 in E0(A[T ]) and n is even, by (2.12) we have a stably free A[T ]
module P of rank n and a generator % of ∧n(P) such that e(P; %)= (I ∩K[T ]; !I∩K[T ])
in E(A[T ]). Since P is stably free of rank n by (2.7) it is extended, say P=Q[T ] for
some A-module Q. Therefore we have the following equation in E(A[T ]):
e(Q[T ]; %) = (I; !I ) + (K[T ]; !K ⊗ A[T ]):
Since both e(Q[T ]; %) and (K[T ]; !K ⊗ A[T ]) are extended from E(A) (i.e. they are
both zero in C), it follows that (I; !I ) also comes from E(A) (i.e. it is zero in C).
This completes the proof.
In [10], a “local–global principle” for the Euler class groups was proved. Here we
prove a similar result with the weak Euler class groups in the case where dimension
of A is even.
Proposition 4.12. Let dim A = n be even. Then the following sequence of groups is
exact
0→ E0(A)→ E0(A[T ])→ 9mE0(Am[T ]);
where the direct product runs over all maximal ideals of A of height n.
Proof. It is obvious that the sequence is a complex. Injectivity of the 7rst map has
been proved in (4.6) (even if the dimension of A is odd). Now suppose I ⊂ A[T ] be an
ideal of height n such that I=I 2 is generated by n elements. Suppose that (I)∈E0(A[T ])
is trivial in E0(Am[T ]) for all maximal ideals m of A of height n. We prove that then,
(I) comes from E0(A).
Let us choose any local orientation !I of I . Consider (I; !I )∈E(A[T ]). Let m ⊂ A
be a maximal ideal of height n. Since (I) = 0 in E0(Am[T ]), it follows from (2.12)
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that there is a stably free Am[T ]-module P of rank n and a generator % of ∧n(P) such
that e(P; %) = (I; !I ) in E(Am[T ]). Since P is stably free of rank n, by (2.7) it is free
and hence it follows that (I; !I ) = 0 in E(Am[T ]).
Therefore, we have, (I; !I )=0 in E(Am[T ]) for all maximal ideals m of A of height
n. Now applying the local–global principle for the Euler class groups [10, 5.4], we have
some (J; !J )∈E(A) such that (J [T ]; !J ⊗ A[T ]) = (I; !I ) in E(A[T ]). Consequently,
(J [T ]) = (I) in E0(A[T ]). Hence the proof of the proposition is complete.
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